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Several months ago, we breathlessly predicted that, based 
upon the then year-to-date figures, the urgent care mergers and 
acquisitions market was poised to post its first decline after five 
consecutive years of gains.

But then, out of nowhere, market forces converged to, well, 
change absolutely nothing.  

The year closed out much as it began.

Not great – but far from a disaster.

You know, like Star Wars:  Episode 1 – The Phantom Menace.   
It made money, but, Jar Jar Binks.

Based upon proprietary data collected and analyzed by The 
Braff Group, after posting a record tally of 58 deals in 2015, 
transaction volume fell nearly 25% in 2016, closing out the year 
at 44 transactions. Private equity activity fell to its lowest levels 
since 2013.  Most notable, new platform deals – transactions 
that portend the go-forward investment sentiment towards the 
industry – fell to 3 after recording 14 such transactions between 
2014 and 2015. (See charts on next page.)

But take heart.  
 
 
 

If you’re a smaller provider, the market is moving in your direction. 

The median number of units per transaction dropped below three 
for the first time since 2010. In fact, 36% of the deals were for 
providers with only one location, 50% for those with 2 units or 
less. What’s more, the deals per unduplicated buyer remain near 
record lows (1.26). Taken together, this lays to rest the “you-hear-
it-so-often-it-must-be-true” notion that the market is dominated 
by serial buyers that are only interested in acquiring providers 
with 5-10 (or more) locations.

That may have been nearer the case in the glory days when value 
was created predominately by building size, scale, and marketing 
and operating synergies.  

But now, it is created by meeting the coordinated care needs of 
an at-risk ACO, hospital, or payor that mirrors their geographic 
coverage footprint.

The holy trinity is no longer buy, bolt-on, and bargain. It’s capture, 
coordinate, and contract.
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Which is why GoHealth’s early bi-coastal strategy, which would 
have gotten their invitation to the Annual Consolidators Ball 
revoked just a few years back, now gets them a seat at the dais.

With their initial penetration in Portlandia and Lawn Giland (that’s 
Long Island to those west of the Hudson), you could be forgiven 
for wondering whether the grand plan was really to bank frequent 
flier miles.  

But GoHealth is not pursuing your grandfather’s consolidation 
model.  

Rather, they are partnering with leading hospital systems – in this 
case, Northwell Health (formerly North Shore-LIJ Health System) 
and Dignity Health – to provide urgent care over their service 
footprint. The end game? Create an alternative to the ER, as well 
as a gateway to capture and guide patients through their system 
to profitably participate in at-risk, alternative payment models.  
You know, ACOs, bundling, and ultimately, capitated population 
health management.
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Under this strategy, which is inexorably making its way  
across the health care consolidation landscape, they and  
other likeminded buyers are building value at the system level, 
around hospitals, large physician practices, senior housing 
campuses, or payors. Not by amassing pushpins on a map.

That’s why, at least to some extent, private equity is losing their 
urgent care mojo.  

A strategically nuanced, market specific, aggregated, integrated, 
and coordinated play is not only difficult to say three times fast, 
it’s harder to pull off than a traditional roll-up. Plus, it makes 
the eventual exit a tad murkier than before. In a market where 
the downstream buyer is increasingly likely to be one of those 
hospitals, physician practices, senior housing operators, or 
payors mentioned above, your value proposition extends only as 
far as – say it with me – their coverage area. Anything you bring 
to the bargaining table beyond that is like adding another dollar 
to Bill Gates’ bank account – better than a poke in the eye with a 
hypodermic needle, but not much more.    

So, is private equity out of the game?

Well, no. In fact, they’re likely to become a bigger part of the 
equation over the next 2-5 years.

Wait.  What?

You see, beyond the 40 platform investments in urgent care that 
private equity has made since 2010, they really haven’t been the 
force majeure we might otherwise expect. In fact, although the 
lag time between platform and follow-on transactions can mess 
with the math, with only 82 follow-on deals completed over the 
same period, it’s safe to say that with a ratio of two follow-ons 

per PE sponsor over a seven year period, their activity pales 
compared to the two to five deals (or more) per year that we’ve 
seen in roll-ups in home health, hospice, behavioral health, or 
pharmacy services.

The reason?

In urgent care, private equity has relied far more on start-ups than 
acquisitions to leverage their initial platform investments. In other 
health care markets that rely heavily on long-established referral 
source relationships that are hard to break up, it’s particularly 
challenging and time consuming to go de novo. But in the far 
more consumer and location-driven urgent care market, it’s a 
whole lot more Field of Dreams-like – “if you build it, they will 
come.”

But...and this is potentially a big, baby-got-back, but.

As PE sponsors approach the end of their typical 3-7 year holding 
periods (as many are), they can no longer focus on start-ups to 
sustain growth – there just isn’t enough time to build up the kind 
of incremental EBITDA worthy of the capital outlay.  

So, it is quite possible that in PE 2.0, we may see far more 
acquisition activity than we saw in version 1.0.

In the end, the glory days may have passed you by in the wink of 
a young girl’s eye. And maybe you’re scared and you’re thinking 
that maybe you ain’t that young anymore. But show a little faith, 
there’s magic in the night. You ain’t MedExpress but, hey, you’re 
alright. Oh, and that’s alright to be…

Call it Springsteen’s Nebraska phase of urgent care M&A.  
Still rock’n. Just a bit more cerebral. 

For this chart, the CLOSER TO 
1.0, the better. Conceptually, in a 
“perfect” market with an equal 
number of buyers and sellers 
and no buyer(s) accounting for a 
disproportionate number of deals, 
the deals per unduplicated buyer 
would be 1.0
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INTELLIGENT DEALMAKING IN URGENT CARE M&A

With more than 290 health care transactions under our belt, the Braff group has unparalleled  

experience representing health care service providers. In 2015, we turned our considerable  

resources to the urgent care market with a team dedicated to the sector, armed with the  

kind of proprietary market research, transaction data, and buyer intelligence that have been 

the hallmarks of the firm since 1998.

ABOUT THE BRAFF GROUP

the Braff group is the leading mergers and acquisitions advisory firm specializing exclusively  

in health care services, including behavioral health, home health and hospice, pharmacy  

services, urgent care, health care information technology, health care staffing, home medical 

equipment and ancillary health care services. the firm provides an array of sell-side only  

transaction advisory services including representation, debt and equity recapitalization,  

strategic planning, and valuation.

FOR MORE INSIGHT INTO THE M&A MARKET CONTACT OUR URGENT CARE TEAM:

Patrick Clifford, MBA 
Managing Director
Chicago

888-922-1834

Karen Boze
Business Development 
Pittsburgh

412-833-9196




